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1 Overview

Wire-Cell Toolkit simulation and signal processing have various �time o�sets� involved. They are

illustrated in �gure 1.

2 Depo coordinates

Each depo in the �bulk� of the detector volume carries a time t0 and position ~r0 of its centroid. The
time coordinate of a depo is measured in some absolute clock de�ned externally by the provider of

the depo (usually originating from Geant4 and thus relative to simply t = 0 for each �event�. The

spatial coordinates of a depo must de�ned in the same global coordinate system in which the anode

wire endpoints are de�ned (eg as provided by a WCT �wires �le�).

The drifter transports the depos to a �ctional response plane near the wires a distance away

(dx in the �gure). A side e�ect of the transport is that the depo grows a �nite Gaussian extent due

to di�usion and the the depo's centroid time increases to tf = t0 + dtdrift, dtdrift = dx/v where v
is a con�gured constant velocity.
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Figure 1: Wire-Cell Toolkit time o�sets illustration.

3 Response plane

Each drift region has a response plane transverse to the nominal drift direction and at a con�gured,

absolute location in X expressed in the same global coordinate system as the depos and wires. This

plane must be placed at a location that is consistent with the distance at which the �eld response

(FR) paths begin.

For example, the GARFIELD FR calculation for MicroBooNE begins its paths 10 cm from the

collection plane while the global coordinate system given to WCT for MicroBooNE wires places

x = 0 on the U-plane. Given the 3 mm plane spacing, this means the response plane must be

con�gured to be at x = 9.4 cm.

4 Field Response time

Each depo is rastered onto a 2D binned �patch� for each plane. The bins match an expected

digitization sampling time (�tick�) and a transverse dimension binned by 1
10

th
pitch (�impact bins�).

Up to the discreteness of the binning, the patch is centered on the drifted depo centroid. The patch

extends over a con�gurable number of depo Gaussian sigma. Each patch is convolved with the 2-D

FR array of the associated plane.

This convolution transports the depo center from the response plane to its wire plane. To a

very large extent, this transport occurs at a �xed, constant velocity. This velocity can be con�gured

di�erently than that used during drift transport. Very close to the wires, the velocity will see large

variation.

The result is that a time dtFRp, p ∈ {U, V,W} is added to the drifted centroid time of tf .
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5 Electronics shaping time

The electronics response is further convolved with the convolution of depo and FR. The shaping

supplies a characteristic time bias on order its shaping time (eg dtER ≈ 2µs). For understanding

time o�sets we ignore the �long� or �slow� component (eg, RC or RCRC).

6 Simulation output

The ADC model can be ignored for the purposes of understanding time o�sets. An isolated depo

will produce activity in channels of each plane at a time that can be observed in di�erent ways

depending on if the channel reads from induction or collection wires.

An induction waveform crossing the baseline is approximately associated to the time at which

the centroid of the depo is co-planar with the wire plane. On the other hand, just before a depo is

collected on a collection wire coresponds to a point in time somewhat past the peak of its waveform.

These times are estimated as twire = t0 + dx/v + dtFRp + dtER.

One cautionary note, the time for a depo to pass the V plane and �nally be collected on a

W plane wire can vary substantially depending on the distance the path is to the W wire. Thus,

depending on the precision needed, care must be made not to interpret the collection time with the

time at which the depo was �rst coplanar with the collection plane.

7 Signal processing

The deconvolution part of signal processing attempts to remove the e�ect of the convolution of

FR and ER in order to provide waveforms that give a measure of the original ionization electron

distribution passing through some plane parallel and near to the wires.

Nominally, this deconvolution will �place� the result at the response plane as shown in the �gure.

This location is essentially arbitrarily chosen by the FR calculation. In order to decouple from that

arbitrary choice and to provide a conventional plane that is better suited for later reconstruction

the signal processing applies a time shift after deconvolution. This shift uses the origin and speed

value provided by the FR value. Note, this speed is provided in a somewhat arbitrary manner and

may not match the nominal speed used in the FR calculation nor used by the drifter nor matching

any particular real detector data taking period. The signal processing includes a �coarse time o�set�

con�guration to allow matching to data.

8 SimChannel time o�set

The SimChannel data object results from a �fast� compound of simulation and signal process which

bypasses the full convolution and deconvolution and instead performs a simple transport, Gaussian

smearing and time o�set. The transports begins at the response plane (Note: as of writing this is

hard-coded to be 10 cm from the collection plane and needs to be made con�gurable. More info in

WCT issue 100).

The transport for SimChannel uses a dtFRp di�erent than resulting from the FR and as calculated

based on con�guration parameters for response plane and speed. When these parameters match

what is used by signal processing's origin and speed then the two sources of �signal� will produce

consistent waveforms. The two types of signals from the same depos should have their waveform

peaks aligned in time.
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https://github.com/WireCell/wire-cell-toolkit/issues/100
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